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CHANGE THE WAY YOU SHOWER.
It’s time to welcome state-of-the-art technology into the bathroom. It’s time to 
expect a revolution in your showering experience. A revolution that delivers the 
ultimate luxury and comfort while you shower. It’s the new benchmark in 
showering luxury. And it awaits the touch of your finger’s command.



 

The electronic, thermostatic and flow-static mixer that's the best thing to 
ever happen to showering!

Artize Showertronic is an intelligent water mixer system, which brings 
state-of-the-art technology to the bathroom. Delivering the ultimate in 
luxury and comfort, it automatically maintains the water temperature and 
flow rate as you shower. At the touch of a fingertip on the high-durability, 
waterproof touchpad, you can choose your shower mode, control the 
temperature, and manage water flow.

THE REVOLUTIONARY
Artize ShowerTronic



  

TECHNOLOGY FOR AN
UNMATCHED SHOWERING
EXPERIENCE



  

How does Artize ShowerTronic do a better, more precise, more reliable job of 
giving you water at the temperature you desire?

The answer lies in the advanced technology behind the beautiful, simple, waterproof, touch-
pad interface – a perfect balance between functional simplicity and technical complexity.

ShowerTronic’s innovative, electronic, thermostatic mixing system has a set of electronic 
valves, and multiple sensors. These are connected to state-of-the-art intelligent control 
software managing all showering operations.

ShowerTronic also has its own battery back up to give you uninterrupted showers in case of 
power failures. It also offers convenience and safety features like warm-up mode, auto 
clean, summer mode, thermal disinfection, on-screen alarms and auto cut-off.

TEMPERATURE AND FLOW
AS YOU LIKE IT



 

CHOOSE THE ONE THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

 

ShowerTronic iV2 has 2 electronic valves 
to control the flow of hot and cold water to 

a choice of 3 different water outlets.

ShowerTronic iV6 has 6 electronic valves to control 
and disseminate water to as many as 6 different 
outlet options in your shower, including the body 
shower outlets that may be used simultaneously.



Rainjoy from Artize is the next step in extra large, concealed, overhead showers. 
Featuring clean, aesthetic lines, and an enviable size, Rainjoy is a shower that 
envelops you with an array of soothing sensations inspired by nature’s brilliant, 
rejuvenating ways with water.

Offering a choice of showering modes like Rain, Intense, Waterfall and even Mist, 
the Rainjoy showering experience is a complete body bath that envelops the 
senses like a session at the spa!

RAINJOY, THE SHOWER-SPA,
WORKS BEST WITH SHOWERTRONIC 

 



 

SHOWERTRONIC iV6
Showering Concept-1
Modes: Intense and Body Shower

ShowerTronic iV6 allows Body Shower mode to run along with any other mode.



 

SHOWERTRONIC iV6
Showering Concept-2
Modes: Mist and Body Shower

ShowerTronic iV6 allows Body Shower mode to run along with any other mode.



 

SHOWERTRONIC iV2
Showering Concept-1
Mode: Rain

Only one mode can be used at a time with ShowerTronic iV2, even if it is the body shower.



 

SHOWERTRONIC iV2
Showering Concept-2
Mode: Mist

Only one mode can be used at a time with ShowerTronic iV2, even if it is the body shower. 2121



 

Only one mode can be used at a time with ShowerTronic iV2, even if it is the body shower.

SHOWERTRONIC iV2
Showering Concept-3
Mode: Body Shower



 

FEATURES
Artize ShowerTronic has been designed to be easy to operate, totally 
safe and offer uninterrupted showering luxury even in tough, Indian 
operating conditions. 

It has been developed and built with a range of features and benefits 
that will be seen not as luxuries but as necessities by anyone who 
experiences them.

 



  

AUTOMATIC STARTUP
The system can automatically set itself up after 
installation by determining and activating the 
outlets connected, the temperatures available in 
the hot and cold water lines and the maximum  
flow rates possible.

ShowerTronic iV6 also analyses and determines the 
flow rates possible when the Body Shower mode 
may be used in combination with another mode.



WARM UP MODE
This feature preheats the shower for you by 
flushing out cold water until the desired 
preset temperature is reached.



  

NO RISK OF SCALDING
The water temperature is kept constant with no 
surprising hot water shocks even if someone flushes 
the toilet or opens a faucet elsewhere in the house.



  

ROCK-STEADY
WATER FLOW
ShowerTronic is a flow-static mixer as well. 
Its intelligent valves, sensors and software 
maintain the water’s flow perfectly steady 
at the rate you choose.



 

PAUSE MODE
Perfect for when you’re soaping or shampooing, 
ShowerTronic maintains and automatically finds 
the exact parameters of the shower when you 
restart it within 3 minutes of putting it in pause 
mode. 

Whenever the system is Paused, the display 
also shows the water consumed until then. 



A GREEN PRODUCT
The advanced technology inside every ShowerTronic 
allows the system to precisely monitor and display the 
water consumed. Every time the system is paused, it 
shows you the water used until then. 

This gives you the ability to reduce water consumption 
through the choice of showering mode, as well as the 
water flow rate, to achieve the ideal balance between 
luxurious showering and responsible usage of water.

  



  

SUMMER MODE
When the seasons change and hot water 
is no longer required, the Summer Mode 
function allows the system to operate 
without hot water and offer better flow 
rates. However, do ensure that the water 
heater or boiler is switched off.



 

Stabilises the water against any external change 
in pressure, water flow or temperature.

AUTO-CALIBRATION



  

Ensures perfect hygiene in the system with 
water-shock flushing from all outlets to 
remove internal impurities.

AUTOMATIC
INTERNAL CLEANUP



 

Store your preferred settings in its memory, 
including the water outlet of your choice, the 
flow rate, and of course the temperature. Now 
store up to 4 different users’ preferences.

SETTINGS MEMORY



  

Recommended to be done annually to ensure hygiene, this 
feature flushes hot water through all outlets for 5 minutes – at 
the maximum temperature available in the water heater.

THERMAL DISINFECTION



  

When the system spots problems that persist for 
over 5 seconds, you won’t be left guessing. 

ALARM DISPLAY

AL 1:   Cold water leakage

AL 2:   Hot water leakage

AL 3:   Cold water failure

AL 4:   Hot water failure

AL 5:   Insufficient hot water temperature

AL 6:   Cold water temperature too high

AL 7:   Temperature sensor malfunction

Er 1:   Communication error 



 

For delivering water at the desired flow rate and temperature, Artize ShowerTronic offers 
several key advantages over other systems - advantages that come from being an 
Intelligent Valve Sensor System.

THE ADVANTAGE OF
SHOWERTRONIC’S TECHNOLOGY

No cartridges: no small electric motors or other similar parts that need to 
be recalibrated or replaced. It runs on intelligent software.

Handles differential pressures: even up to 5 Bar, between hot and cold 
water inputs.  

High-precision sensors: to check water flow rate and temperature every 
50 milliseconds for instant control and cut-off, if require. 

Safety: low voltage (12V DC) compliance for wet areas.

Durability: great for continuous use thanks to the absence of friction, IP 
54 components, and piezo-electric technology – which makes it India's 
first reliable, fully electronic thermostat.

12Vd c

PIEZO-ELECTRIC 
T E C H N O L O G Y

Calibrated
10 0 %

  



  

All you need to start enjoying showering like never before, are the following in your bathroom:

1.  Constant hot water supply (storage water heaters of at least 80 -100 ltr capacity)

2.  Filtered and softened water supply

3.  A minimum water pressure of 3 Bar in your cold and hot water supply lines

THE 3 REQUISITES FOR
SHOWERING LUXURY



 
RAINJOY MODES

The Rain mode lets you enjoy an 
extra-large overhead shower zone for a 
complete body bath. With pearls of 
water streaming from every jet on the 
large shower head, the Rain mode's 
generous coverage is as rejuvenating as 
the monsoon's first downpour.

Welcome the emptying
of the clouds with arms
wide open.

Concentrating a powerful flow of heavy 
drops into a small area from the central 
jets, the Intense mode is spread 
perfectly to fall on your head and 
shoulders, and relax and recharge you 
in minutes.

Feel the drums of the
rain gods play a thrilling
tune on your skin.

Four nozzles recreate the joy of being in 
a cloud as the Mist mode's floating 
blanket of feather-touch droplets gently 
covers you with freshness.
Mist spray is created by forcing water 
through tiny holes, and this mode is 
great for hot summer days or after a 
long, hard work-out.

Lose yourself in the kiss
of a million droplets
a minute.

An unrelenting cascade (or two) of 
water that arches purposefully down 
your back, the Waterfall mode’s 
therapeutic effect feels totally natural 
and timeless, and is perfect for 
kneading new life into tired backs and 
shoulders.

Surrender to the
power of the
leaping river.

OSA-CHR-70009
"Rainjoy 600X472mm AISI 304 stainless steel 
in chrome finish with RGB LED lights remote 
control & with installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 
12V Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, 
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 3-functions:  
• Rain • Intense • 2 X Waterfall "

OSA-STL-70011
"Rainjoy 1000X750mm AISI 304 stainless steel in 
polished  finish with RGB LED lights remote control 
& with installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromo therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V 
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, 
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 4-functions:
• Rain  •  Intense • Waterfall • Water Column "

OSA-STL-70015SH iV6
Rainjoy 1000X750mm AISI 304 stainless steel in
polished finish with RGB LED lights remote control &
with installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromo therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V 
Power
Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, connecting to AC
100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 4-functions:
• Rain • Intense • Waterfall • 6 X Mist 

OSA-CHR-70005SH iV6
Rainjoy 600X472mm AISI 304 stainless steel in
chrome finish with RGB LED lights remote control &
with installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 12V
Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, 
connecting
to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 3-functions:
• Rain • Intense • 4 X Mist 

OSA-CHR-70007
"Rainjoy 600X472mm AISI 304 stainless steel 
in chrome finish with RGB LED lights remote 
control & with installation kit for false ceiling
• Chromo Therapy (RGB): LED x 0.23W with 
12V Power Supply (SMPS) Including Controller, 
connecting to AC 100-240V, 50-60Hz
• 3-functions: 
• Rain • Intense • Water Column"

The showers that work best with

OSA-CHR-70003SH iV6
Rainjoy 480 X 330mm AISI 304 stainless 
steel in chrome finish, without installation 
kit for false ceiling
• 2-functions:
• Rain • 4X Mist

• Best fit with iV2 & iV6



  

OSA-CHR-70001SH iV2
Rainjoy 370 X 250mm AISI 304 stainless 
steel in chrome finish, without installation kit 
for false ceiling
• 2-functions:
• Rain • 2X Mist

• Best fit with iV2 only

OSA-CHR-70003SH iV6
Rainjoy 480 X 330mm AISI 304 stainless 
steel in chrome finish, without installation 
kit for false ceiling
• 2-functions:
• Rain • 4X Mist

• Best fit with iV2 & iV6

OSA-CHR-70013SH
Rainjoy 480X330mm AISI 304 stainless steel in 
chrome finish without installation kit for false ceiling
• 2-functions:  
• Rain • Waterfall

OSA-CHR-70051
Overhead Shower 400X400mm Round 
Edge Square Head Single Flow (Body & 
Face Plate Stainless Steel with Chrome 
Plated) with Rubit Cleaning System. 

OSA-CHR-70049 
Overhead Shower 350X350mm Round Edge 
Square Head Single Flow (Body & Face Plate 
Stainless Steel with Chrome Plated) with Rubit 
Cleaning System.

The showers that work best with

 
iV6 & iV2 Comparison 

  Details  iV6 iV2

  No. of Outlets 6 3

  Min Flow Rate 8L/M 6L/M

  Max Flow Rate  78L/M (free flow)  25L/M (free flow)
    2 Outlets - (Rain + Body Shower) 1 Outlet

  Max Pressure Differential  4.5 Bar 4.5 Bar

  Min Pressure 1.5 Bar 1.5 Bar

  Max Pressure 6 Bar  6 Bar (Dynamic)
 
  Power Supply - DC 12 V 12 V

  No. of User Setting 4 4

  Voltage Spikes Protection √ √

  Battery Backup √ √

  Special Functions  

  Automatic Startup √ √

  Pause Mode √ √

  Water Consumption Display √ √
 
  Quick Start Mode √ √

  Summer Mode √ √

  Warm-up Mode √ √

  Troubleshooting And Maintenance Alarms

  Automatic Internal Clean Up √ √

  Thermal Disinfection  √ √

  Alarm Display √ √

  System Components 

  Touch Pad  √ √

  CPU  √ √

  Power Supply System √ √



 

THE SHOWERTRONIC TOUCHPAD

WARM UP / SUMMER MODE



Pictures shown in this brochure are illustrative operational depiction.
Flow and performance are a factor of prevailing infrastucture and other conditions.

For any installation and maintenance related enquiry
please call Customer Care at 18001216808 (Toll Free)

or email us at info@artize.com   

Disclaimer: Artize has an ongoing policy of design and development, and thus reserves the right to modify specifications and prices without any prior notice.

ARTIZE, A TRIBUTE TO
LUXURIOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
Artize, a luxury bath brand from the Jaquar Group, has been 
introduced to cater to customers who aspire for luxury in their 
bathing spaces. The brand aims at excellence at all levels and 
seeks to surpass global standards of quality and design. Artize 
pays tribute to the fine traditions of exquisite craftsmanship 
and precision through a wide range of products that are 
designed to create trends in the bathing industry.
A perfect balance of design, quality, production standards, 
technology and precision combine to produce the masterpiece 
called Artize.  


